Garmin GPSMap 60

Establishing Waypoints

1. Turn the GPS units on by pushing and holding down the **ON/OFF** button.
2. Wait for the unit to get a GPS lock. This happens quickly if recently used and it has better efficiency when used outdoors. Once the GPS receiver has acquired the satellites a “3D” indicator will appear in the upper left hand corner of the screen. The screen will also have Location with “+/-” feet accuracy along with Longitude and Latitude coordinates displayed.
3. Select/Press the **MARK** button. The option page will appear. The option page will have a flag in the upper left hand corner followed by the name/number of the current waypoint (001, 002, 003, 004, etc). There will also be a selection of icons that say “Avg”, “Map”, and “OK” on the bottom of the screen.
4. By Using the **ROCKER** pad, scroll down to the option called “OK” and select and highlight “OK” and then select/press the **ENTR** button.
5. You have just made a waypoint—Congratulations!
Viewing Waypoints

1. Select/Press the **FIND** button to display the option menu page and select and highlight "waypoint" by using the **ROCKER** pad and select/press **ENTR**.
2. Select the appropriate waypoint (i.e. 001, 002, 003, etc.) and select/press **ENTR**.
3. The option menu will be activated and three choices will appear for you to choose on the bottom of the screen: "Delete", "Map", and "Go To".
4. Select and highlight "Go To" with the **ROCKER** pad and select/press **ENTR**. Now it is time to walk and find your selected waypoint.
5. When you find your waypoint you will need to stop navigation. To stop navigation for the selected waypoint, select/press **MENU** and highlight and select/press "Stop Navigation" from the option menu and select/press **ENTR**.
6. To find other waypoints, repeat steps 1-5.

---

**INSERT YOUR COUNTY NAME AND CONTACT INFORMATION HERE!**